Advancements to our Torrossa Digital Library and Bookstore

True to our mission of investing in **technological innovation to provide the best possible services to libraries and publishers**, we have recently begun a significant undertaking to upgrade and improve access to the electronic resources available on Torrossa. A **renewed and restyled** platform, in turn, allows us to further enhance the range of content available in our digital library and bookstore.

Our **Digital Division** has been dedicated to hosting, distributing and selling digital publications for almost twenty years.

Torrossa, which takes its name from our home and headquarters in Fiesole, Italy, aims to consolidate its standing as an important **point of reference** in the wide-ranging panorama of research level publications, offering an extensive number and range of e-books and e-journals and representing in particular publications from Italy and Spain.

The first phase of improvement is now concluded and ready for use: our focus on **improving the user experience** results in a new look and enhanced user interface with added search and ordering tools. From 25th March 2019, Torrossa.com will become our **digital bookstore**, from which it will be possible to purchase research texts for personal use.

In the following months, the same technological advancements and restyling will also be applied to our **Digital Library**, tailored for **establishment-wide purchase and access** by libraries, institutions of education and cultural, learned and professional organizations. In preparation for this evolution, on **25th March** the URL for the Digital Library will become https://access.torrossa.com.

Rest assured that **no changes will be made** either to existing permalinks to the Digital Library catalogue; all Torrossa content in your collections will remain accessible directly via the links previously provided.

For any additional details or questions, please write to us at torrossa@casalini.it.